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The toughest hike in the world
The West Coast
Trail is not for
the faint-hearted
ELISABETH LEE

The night before we set out on the
West Coast Trail, I couldn’t sleep as
my tortured thoughts kept going over
the park ranger’s warnings. Earlier
that day at a mandatory pre-hike briefing conducted by Parks Canada, the
ranger talked of bears, cougars, tsunamis, hypothermia, river crossings
and, most ominously, of what to do if
Something Bad happened.
Now, it must be noted that Something
Bad, according to Parks Canada, does
not include “minor complaints such
as blisters, sore feet, fatigue or lack of
food” — such situations do not warrant
an evacuation and you are expected
to simply tough it out and continue
with your hike. Between the ranger’s
briefing and the scary notice listing
the number of hiker evacuations to
date — 84 — it was no wonder I had
trouble falling sleep.
But, eventually, I did. The next
morning dawned grey and drizzly —
a foretaste of the next seven days on
the trail — and we were off.

wearing nothing but swim shorts and
wellies, I soon caught on that the quickest way through a big muddy bog is to
forget about staying clean and simply
take the shortest route. You can always
wash later.
And yet, it wasn’t all hard going. The
daily slog over roots and rocks was punctuated by jaw-dropping vistas and oneof-a-kind experiences. One day, we hiked
mile after mile of desolate beach, with
no sound but the roar of the surf by our
side and the crunch of gravel underfoot.
We swam in glacier-fed waterfalls, picnicked on fresh crab, and foraged for
wild berries.
By Km 75, thinner and tougher after
six days of hiking, we were ready to turn
around and do it all again — none of us
were willing to go back to the land of
smartphones and email. It was a wild,
wet and wonderful week — and, best
of all, Something Bad never happened.
WEST COAST TRAIL BASICS
PREP
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PLAN

Most people take six to seven days
to cover the 75km distance, but no
matter what you plan to do, pen in an
extra day, advises Jamie Henderson,
owner of Vancouver Island outfitting company Out Of The Storm.
Accidents and injuries usually occur when hikers are rushing and
not paying attention to the terrain.

SAILORS’ SALVATION

Back in the late 19th century, treacherous
waters off Vancouver Island wrecked
hundreds of ships and claimed the lives
of thousands of unlucky sailors. The
few that made it to shore often died on
the sparsely-populated, inhospitable
coast before reaching help. After the
sinking of the SS Valencia in 1906, the
Canadian government decided to turn
an old telegraph route into the Dominion
Lifesaving Trail, so that shipwrecked
sailors and rescuers could find a way
through the dense rainforest along
the coast.
The West Coast Trail in its current
form retraces part of the old Dominion
Lifesaving Trail as it wends its way
through some of Canada’s wildest and
most breathtaking scenery. From Bamfield in the north to Port Renfrew in the
south, the 75km route winds through
the ancient cedar stands and eerie,
misty beaches of the Pacific Rim National Park.
Yet, the West Coast Trail is no walk
in the park. Though the trail may not
seem that long, rocky terrain, muddy
stretches, rickety boardwalks, endless
series of ladders and challenging river
crossings all conspire to slow even the
fittest hiker down. We’d planned this
trip for months and I’d spent all spring
and summer putting myself through
a gruelling regimen of running and
yoga — and still, I felt woefully underprepared for what lay ahead.
IN THE WILDERNESS

Seventeen kilometres, eight hours, one

Parks Canada (www.pc.gc.ca) suggests that you be fit enough to walk
long distances through rough terrain
with a heavy pack. You should also
be experienced in multi-day backpacking trips and be free of recurring knee, back or ankle injuries.

PACK
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lighthouse, one harem of seals, one eagle,
two sets of ladders and at least three
quarrels later, we had finally stumbled
into our first night’s camp site at Tsocowis Creek. I was deliriously happy at
the thought of a hot meal and a tot of
the (very heavy) whiskey stashed in my
pack, but first, we had to make camp.
This, however, was both easier and
harder than it sounds. The hundreds
of hikers who had gone before us had
fashioned the piles of driftwood along
the beach into very rustic campsites,
making it easy for us to pitch our tent
out of the cold wind, in the lee of a wall
of driftwood. A nice flat piece got turned
into a makeshift camp kitchen table, and
a gnarly, knotted stick proved to be the
perfect implement to hang all our odds
and ends from. So far, so good.
Making a fire, on the other hand,
isn’t as it easy as it looks like on Survivor. It had rained a fair bit, and finding
dry wood was difficult. My hands were
cold, my back and knees sore, and I was

soon ready to give up. That night, we
only managed a wimpy little fire that
threw off more smoke than heat (useful
if we needed to signal for help, I guess).
Eventually, the soporific combination
of bad whiskey and physical exhaustion took its toll, and I finally managed
to get some sleep.
ALL WORTH IT

With Day 1 under our belt, we figured
each day had to become easier as we
got used to our heavy packs and the
idiosyncrasies of our tent and fellow
hikers. I even learned how to build a
better fire. (Pro tip: Borrow a hot coal
from a fellow camper.)
But the West Coast Trail had surprises
in store — each day was a new learning
experience. We soon figured out how to
cross rivers in a hand-powered cable car
and learned how to safely navigate surge
channels and tidal sandstone shelves
(assume every surface is slippery). After being overtaken by a pair of hikers

Warm clothes, waterproof hiking
boots and lightweight rain gear. Canada’s Mountain Equipment Co-op
(www.mec.ca) offers affordable, quality gear and clothing. Rent camping
gear from Out Of The Storm (outofthestorm.com). Packages start
from C$283/C$442 (single/double).

GETTING THERE

The West Coast Trail Express provides a bus service that connects both trailheads with the Vancouver
Island cities of Victoria and
Nanaimo. www.trailbus.com
WHERE TO STAY

Accommodation options at
the trailheads are limited
so plan ahead. At the southern end of the trail in Port
Renfrew, Trailhead Resort’s
Hiker Huts (C$45/S$55.60,
trailhead-resort.com/hikerhuts.php) is clean and affordable. At the northern
end, Bamfield Trails Lodge

(hawkeyemarinegroup.com)
has rooms from C$119.
WHERE TO EAT

Whether pre- or post-hike,
a bison burger and a craft
beer at the Coastal Kitchen
Cafe (www.facebook.com/
pages/Coastal-Kitchen
-Cafe) is a must for hungry hikers. During the hike,
break up the monotony of
your freeze-dried dinners
with a well-deserved meal
at Chez Monique’s and a
seafood feast at the dock
at Nitinat Narrows — the
Dungeness crabs there are
sweet and most succulent.

